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Limitations of Conventional Manufacturing Systems

There are currently various range and level of automatic identification available in the market. However, manufactur
ing environments are becoming more and more information-intensive. Barcode is an optical "line of sight" technol
ogy where the scanning devices must see the barcode to be read and interpreted. Barcodes may be peel-off, wrinkled
or damaged, which make it difficult to obtain a valid scan. While barcode system is widely used to get the informa
tion about the parts, it can neither store sufficient information, nor identify a mobile object timely. Furthermore, in
formation cannot be re-written with the change of manufacturing processes. So utilising RFID technology to track
parts, equipment etc, while integrating it with MRP, provides real time visibility. See Table I for further details.

Table I : Comparison between Barcode and RFID

Barcode RFID

PROS Low cost No line of sight required
Widespread utilization Can store more data
Readable by humans Covert and hard to counterfeit

Automated processing
Can be read in bulk

CONS Line of sight required Higher cost (expected to drop)
Limited data storage Lack of standards
Manual, one-tag-at a-time processing Passive reading dependent
on conditions
Easily damaged

(dirt, water, scratches)

Manufacturers have pursued practices such as lean manufacturing and Just In Time (JIT) concept to obtain the
benefits of reduced inventory in manufacturing systems. However, the best laid plans can be impacted when major
disruptions to the supply chain occur. Preparation for such events causes companies to build up a buffer of inventory.
For instance, each day Boeing sends 4,650 shipments of spare parts to its airline customers worldwide. The airlines
have an estimated 44 billion of unused spare parts on their shelves (Violino 2004). To trim these inventories for both
Boeing and airline is the significant benefits while ensuring parts are always where they need to be to keep the air
craft flying.

RFID Application in Aerospace

For potential manufacturing applications, this section will present six typical RFID applications in manufacturing
industry, including labour productivity.

Production Planning and Control

A local aircraft parts manufacturer, Asian Composites Manufacturing (ACM), which manufactures the whole range
of Boeing's aircraft wing trailing edge and leading edge parts for B737, B777, B747, B757 and B777, is relying on
bar code system and "physical identification" to track parts throughout the factory floor. Undoubtedly, the production
system needs to have the ability to determine process planning, production rate and corresponding capacity which
finally coordinates the flow of material through the factory. In addition, it must specify the levels of support such as
material purchases, inventory and human resources needed to support this operation.

As the production system becomes more and more advanced, new system has been introduced, among others is
ERP system (Enterprise Resource Planning) to manage the production. However, detailed information on manufac
turing process has not been so easily tracked resulting in the ERP has no idea of what is really going on the factory
floor. RFID can provide the manufacturing system with the accurate, timely and detailed information it requires to
operate effectively. Figure 2 presents a proposal for RFID based manufacturing system of a composites manufactur
ing process. In this system, tags move with material flow, and readers, connected to information flow, collect data
from tags via radio frequency. As such the manufacturing planners are able to know the details of material flow
timely, and in accordance to the changes occurred in the supply chain, readjust the production plan dynamically.
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RFID Standard in Aerospace

Aerospace standard is one area to watch because it is international in terms of requirements and subjected to regula
tory approval. As of now, it is not as much of issue because Airbus, Boeing and airlines have collaborated with the
Air Transport Association's Automated Identification and Data Capture Task Force agreeing to develop commercial
aviation RFID requirements, which they deployed in Chapter 9 of ATA Spec 2000's electronic business standard.
Boeing has just recently added passive RFID transponders as an option to the bar coding scenario in that document.
In addition, the tags Airbus and Boeing are using already comply with ISO 15693 (Tegtmeier 2004).

Future Works

Among key researh areas that will command aircraft manufacturers attention will be likely:
• Testing RFID tags on composites materials
• Promoting development of improved chips capable of storing more data
• Research in ultra-high frequency tags, which can be read from a greater distance
• Lifecycle ID management
• RPID enhanced track and trace
• ID technologies application matching

Conclusion

RPID is an emerging technology that has captured the interest of the aerospace sector. It is the technology that can
read data from various distances and has helped improve aeropace manufacturing with more value at each step in the
supply chain. It has affected almost everything in the aerospace supply chain, from part tracking to quality inspection
to maintenance and repair. Being the bridge of products flow and information flow, RFID will be applied in much
wider and deeper manufacturing areas throughout the product Iifecycle to increase production efficiency, reduce the
cost of supply chain, quickly respond to the change of manufacturing environment and better satisfy customers.
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